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This report presents the results of the PhD Survey 2017. At the top of the front page of the report you can see the name of the unit covered by the report, the 
number of respondents and the response rate.

The results are presented graphically as frequencies and as an average. At the end of the report the average score on each question is divided on background 
variables. It takes six respondents in each background variable group for the division table to appear.

Below are the current
questions, and question-
area.

Between questions and
graphs the percentage who
answered "do not know" is
shown.

The graph shows the distribution of responses on the scale from 1 to 5. In the example below, 41 percent
answered ‘5. Agree completely' to the question 9. The time which I receive for supervision satisfies my
needs’, 33 per cent answered '4', 16 per cent answered ‘3', 8 percent answered '2' and 2 percent answered
'1 Do not agree at all'. 'Don’t know' responses are not included in the distribution.

On the far right is shown a comparison LiU Total and in the middle the historical benchmark.

A negative deviation (red) indicates that the unit's average is below the benchmark, while a positive deviation (green)
indicates that the unit's average is above the benchmark.
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The spider charts show the average of the questions compared to historic data and overlying levels. This provides a quick overview of the questions in the report.
Questions with less than 6 replies are removed; this sometimes results in the spider chart being rotated.

Questions that have no historical data
are placed on a separate part of the
spider chart.

The inner circle of the spider chart corresponds to
an average of 1, while the outer ring corresponds
to an average of 5.

The colors illustrate the responses for
different levels of the organization.
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-  I receive the service that I need from the University Library

-  I have the possibility of presenting my research at seminars

-  I get feedback on my texts/drafts in a reasonable time

-  I can influence the focus of my research studies

-  My supervisor/-s has the ability to create commitment and 
motivation

-  LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give a 
broader view in my field of studies

- The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is 
not related to my research education*

- I rarely experience stress which affects my wellbeing 
outside of my research education context

- The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is 
caused by demands related to my research education*

- LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give an 
advanced view  in my field of studies

1 2 3 4 5
Do not agree at all Agree completely

4.4

4.4

4.3

4.2

4.1

3.1

3.1

2.9

2.8

2.6
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-  My research  education level courses have been proven 
useful in my research

-  I have the possibility of presenting my research at seminars

- My supervisor/-s facilitates contacts with other researchers

- I feel that supervisory deficiencies hampers my work with 
my thesis

- I feel that there is a good balance between demands and 
support from my supervisor/-s

-  I consider myself having the competence required for 
teaching

-  Combining teaching and departmental work with my 
research education has worked well

- Teaching and other activities are taken into account when 
planning my research education

- The review resulted in revisions important to my future 
research education

-  I get the IT-support I need

-2 -1 0 1 2
Negative change Positive change

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

-0.1

-0.1

-0.1

-0.2

-0.2
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0-24 %

25-49 %

50-74 %

75-100 %

I don’t know

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

19%

27%

23%

29%

1%

Number
of replies

131

181

156

197

7

 

At a LiU Campus (Norrköping, US, Valla)

Other place than a LiU Campus

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

74%

26%

Number
of replies

494

178

 

 

How far in your post-graduate education do you consider yourself having progressed?

Where are you most frequently located when pursuing your degree?
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2017 2015

Recruitment

Guidance

Research environment

Individual study plansCourses, seminars and conferences

Teaching and other work for the department

After the exam
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5. Agree completely 4. 3. 2. 1. Do not agree at all

Recruitment

Guidance

Research environment

Individual study plans

Courses, seminars and conferences

Teaching and other work for the department

After the exam

Don't know

2%

3%

6%

3%

8%

31%

16%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

18 38 24 15 5

42 31 15 8 4

30 30 21 13 7

29 32 22 10 8

24 29 22 15 10

25 34 24 12 6

42 25 19 8 6

2017

3.5

4.0

3.6

3.6

3.4

3.6

3.9

- +

2015

3.5

4.0

3.9

3.7

3.4

3.6

3.8

0.0

0.0

-0.3

-0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

 
The six sub index presented in the above report is based on all the questions related to that area. For example, the result of Recruitment merger of all questions concerning Recruitment.

Due to changes in the questionnaire, the results of the indictors may deviate from the 2015 report.
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I was personally asked if I was interested in becoming a PhD 
student

I asked if it was possible to become a PhD student

I found an advertisement about a PhD vacancy

My employer had contacts with a research group 
/department at LiU

I knew about this possibility from my work

Other

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

31%

23%

24%

7%

9%

4%

Number
of replies

210

157

163

49

63

30

 

Yes

No

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

82%

18%

Number
of replies

503

114

 

 

How did you find out about your research education position? Mark the most representative option

 Did you receive information/introduction specially intended for new PhD students?
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5. Agree completely 4. 3. 2. 1. Do not agree at all

Recruitment

-  The information/introduction that I got as a newly 
admitted PhD student was relevant and sufficient*

-  I had a good idea of what whas expected of me when I 
accepted my research education position

Don't know

2%

6%

1%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

18 38 24 15 5

20 38 23 15 4

17 37 25 16 5

2017

3.5

3.5

3.4

- +

2015

3.5

3.5

3.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

 

* The question is only posed to Ph.D Students accepted after June 2015.
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2017 2015

The time which I receive for supervision satisfies my needs

My supervisor/-s has the ability to create commitment and 
motivation

My supervisor/-s gives me a straight answer about 
my responsibility and what is expected from me in 
the ongoing work

I get feedback on my texts/drafts in a reasonable 
time

My supervisor/-s facilitates contacts with other researchers

I can influence the focus of my research studies

I feel that supervisory deficiencies hampers my work with my thesis

I know where to go if I encounter issues related to 
supervision

I feel that there is a good balance between 
demands and support from my supervisor/-s

Overall, it is my opinion that my supervision is satisfactory
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At least once a week

At least once every second week

At least once a month

At least once per semester

Less frequently than once a semester

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

20%

34%

33%

11%

1%

Number
of replies

136

227

224

72

10

 

< 1 hour per month

1-2 hours per month

3-5 hours per month

> 5 hours per month

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

17%

41%

33%

9%

Number
of replies

110

262

216

58

 

 

How often, on average, do you receive supervision/guidence?

How many hours of individual supervision do you receive on average per month?
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5. Agree completely 4. 3. 2. 1. Do not agree at all

Guidance

- The time which I receive for supervision satisfies my needs

-  My supervisor/-s has the ability to create commitment and 
motivation

- My supervisor/-s gives me a straight answer about my 
responsibility and what is expected from me in the ongoing 
work

-  I get feedback on my texts/drafts in a reasonable time

- My supervisor/-s facilitates contacts with other researchers

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

42 31 15 8 4

42 32 16 8 3

47 31 13 7 2

31 36 21 9 3

55 27 11 5 2

38 30 17 10 4

2017

4.0

4.0

4.1

3.8

4.3

3.9

- +

2015

4.0

4.0

4.2

3.8

4.3

3.8

0.0

0.0

-0.1

0.0

0.0

0.1
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5. Agree completely 4. 3. 2. 1. Do not agree at all

Guidance

-  I can influence the focus of my research studies

- I feel that supervisory deficiencies hampers my work with 
my thesis

- I know where to go if I encounter issues related to 
supervision

- I feel that there is a good balance between demands and 
support from my supervisor/-s

- Overall, it is my opinion that my supervision is satisfactory

Don't know

3%

1%

6%

4%

3%

0%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

42 31 15 8 4

46 35 12 5 2

46 23 13 11 7

34 27 16 14 10

36 37 17 7 2

45 30 17 6 3

2017

4.0

4.2

3.9

3.6

4.0

4.1

- +

2015

4.0

4.2

3.8

3.6

3.9

4.1

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.0
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2017 2015

I experience support from my research colleauges

I rarely experience stress which affects my wellbeing 
outside of my research education context

I get the IT-support I need

 I receive the service that I need from the University 
library

The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time 
is caused by demands related to my research 
education*

The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is not related to my research education*
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5. Agree completely 4. 3. 2. 1. Do not agree at all

Research environment

- I experience support from my research colleauges

- I rarely experience stress which affects my wellbeing 
outside of my research education context

- The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is 
caused by demands related to my research education*

- The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is 
not related to my research education*

-  I get the IT-support I need

-  I receive the service that I need from the University Library

Don't know

6%

4%

2%

4%

5%

5%

15%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

30 30 21 13 7

38 36 17 7 2

13 20 27 25 15

7 22 32 28 12

13 28 29 20 10

33 32 20 11 5

53 33 12 2

2017

3.6

4.0

2.9

2.8

3.1

3.8

4.4

- +

2015

3.9

4.1

2.9

4.0

4.4

-0.3

-0.1

0.0

-0.2

0.0

 

*These questions have only been asked to students who have experienced stress.
** "The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is caused by demands related to my research education* ": The question is negatively formulated. If the answer is" strongly
agree "to this claim, it is a negative result. A high average value should be interpreted as a negative result on the issue.
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2017 2015

My ISP acts as a support to me in my research education

My individual study plan has clear and distinct partial goals

 I feel involved in the work with my individual 
study plan

Teaching and other activities are taken into account when 
planning my research education

I have had my ISP reviewed during the last year

The review resulted in revisions important to my future 
research education

I am satisfied with the review of my ISP

I consider my ISP to be an important and useful document in 
my research education
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Yes, I have an individual study plan

No, I don’t have an individual study plan

I don’t know what an individual study plan is

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

100%

0%

0%

Number
of replies

670

1

1

 

Yes

No

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

67%

33%

Number
of replies

451

219

 

 

Do you have an individual study plan for your research studies?

I consider my ISP to be an important and useful document in my research education
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5. Agree completely 4. 3. 2. 1. Do not agree at all

Individual study plans

- My ISP acts as a support to me in my research education

- My individual study plan has clear and distinct partial goals

-  I feel involved in the work with my individual study plan*

- Teaching and other activities are taken into account when 
planning my research education

Don't know

3%

1%

1%

1%

7%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

29 32 22 10 8

16 26 28 18 12

19 35 29 11 5

44 35 14 4 2

35 32 17 10 5

2017

3.6

3.2

3.5

4.1

3.8

- +

2015

3.7

3.2

3.5

4.2

3.9

-0.1

0.0

0.0

-0.1

-0.1

 

Yes

No, I have been accepted as PhD student less than a year ago

No

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

83%

8%

10%

Number
of replies

554

51

65

 

 
I have had my ISP reviewed during the last year*

*These questions have only been asked to students who have an individual study plan.
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5. Agree completely 4. 3. 2. 1. Do not agree at all

Individual study plans

- The review resulted in revisions important to my future 
research education

- I am satisfied with the review of my ISP

Don't know

3%

5%

6%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

29 32 22 10 8

23 27 19 13 19

37 33 22 4 3

2017

3.6

3.2

4.0

- +

2015

3.7

3.4

4.0

-0.1

-0.2

0.0

 

*These questions have only been asked to students who have had a follow-up of their individual study plans during the last 12 months.
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2017 2015

My research  education level courses have been proven useful in my research

I have the possibility of presenting my research at 
seminars

LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give a broader view 
in my field of studies

LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give an advanced 
view in my field of studies

There are a sufficient selection of courses outside 
of LiU in my field of studies
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5. Agree completely 4. 3. 2. 1. Do not agree at all

Courses, seminars and conferences

-  LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give a 
broader view in my field of studies

- LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give an 
advanced view  in my field of studies

-  My research  education level courses have been proven 
useful in my research

-  I have the possibility of presenting my research at seminars

- There are a sufficient selection of courses outside of LiU in 
my field of studies

Don't know

8%

7%

6%

4%

4%

22%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

24 29 22 15 10

14 28 25 21 13

9 18 23 24 26

25 40 23 9 3

57 29 10 2

16 32 27 16 8

2017

3.4

3.1

2.6

3.8

4.4

3.3

- +

2015

3.4

3.0

2.5

3.6

4.2

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.2

 

Yes, national

Yes, international

No

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

13%

65%

22%

Number
of replies

90

437

145

 

 
During the last two years I have participated at conference/-s relevant to my research studies?
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2017 2015

Combining teaching and departmental work with my research education has worked well

My department has given me good support and 
information to help me with my teaching

I consider myself having the competence required for 
teaching
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Considerably less than 20 % of full-time

About 20 %

Considerably more than 20 %

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

35%

45%

20%

Number
of replies

164

207

91

 

5. Agree completely 4. 3. 2. 1. Do not agree at all

Teaching and other work for the department

-  Combining teaching and departmental work with my 
research education has worked well

-  My department has given me good support and 
information to help me with my teaching

-  I consider myself having the competence required for 
teaching

Don't know

31%

29%

35%

28%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

25 34 24 12 6

18 31 28 16 8

18 34 24 14 9

37 37 19 5 2

2017

3.6

3.4

3.4

4.0

- +

2015

3.6

3.5

3.3

4.1

0.0

-0.1

0.1

-0.1

 

 

How much of your work consisted of teaching or departmental work during the last year?
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Have you ever, during your PhD studies, experienced that you have been discriminated because of…

No I don't know
Yes, by fellow

PhD students at
LiU

Yes, by
supervisor/-s at

LiU

Yes, by students
at LiU when you

have been
teaching

Yes, by other
employees at LiU

Yes, in situations
outside LiU in my

role as a PhD
student

Have you during your research studies
experienced sexual harassment (unwelcome
behaviour of sexual nature)? (n=672)

97% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 1%
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Very poor

Poor

Acceptable

Good

Very good

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

1%

4%

23%

50%

22%

Number
of replies

9

28

154

333

148

- +

2015

1

0

1

5

-5

 
What is your overall assessment of your research education so far?
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Yes, to the extent that I have wished for

No, but I wish I could have had so

I have not felt the need for support

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

22%

24%

53%

Number
of replies

150

163

359

 

5. Agree completely 4. 3. 2. 1. Do not agree at all

After the exam

- I believe I have a good chance to get a job directly after 
my research degree

- I would like to continue doing research after my degree

Don't know

16%

16%

15%

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

42 25 19 8 6

43 25 19 7 6

41 26 20 8 6

2017

3.9

3.9

3.9

- +

2015

3.8

3.8

3.9

0.1

0.1

0.0

 

 

Have you gotten enough support for planning the period after your degree?
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Below are a number of division tables. This shows an average of questions divided into different variables, such as gender, position and organizational affiliation. This
gives you an opportunity to control many of the common questions that pop up when you read a report like the one above.

The tables are color-coded to create a better overview. The explanation for the different color codes appears at the bottom of the page.

For a group to be recognized are required to have at least six respondents. If there are fewer than six respondents in the group these are put into the category
"Other". If the group "Other" is less than six respondents, the smallest residual category will be joined with "Other" to ensure that it is not possible to determine the
outcome for any group with less than six respondents. This is common for example, in the breakdown of "Sex" where the result of there being fewer than six men or
women is that both placed in the "Other" category.
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Gender Female Male Total

-  The information/introduction that I got as a newly admitted PhD student was relevant and sufficient* 3.6 3.5 3.5

 -  I had a good idea of what whas expected of me when I accepted my research education position 3.4 3.5 3.4

 - The time which I receive for supervision satisfies my needs 4.0 4.1 4.0

 -  My supervisor/-s has the ability to create commitment and motivation 4.1 4.2 4.1

 - My supervisor/-s gives me a straight answer about my responsibility and what is expected from me in the ongoing work 3.8 3.9 3.8

 -  I get feedback on my texts/drafts in a reasonable time 4.2 4.3 4.3

 - My supervisor/-s facilitates contacts with other researchers 3.8 4.0 3.9

 -  I can influence the focus of my research studies 4.1 4.3 4.2

 - I feel that supervisory deficiencies hampers my work with my thesis 3.8 3.9 3.9

 - I know where to go if I encounter issues related to supervision 3.5 3.7 3.6

 - I feel that there is a good balance between demands and support from my supervisor/-s 3.9 4.1 4.0

 - Overall, it is my opinion that my supervision is satisfactory 4.0 4.2 4.1

 - I experience support from my research colleauges 3.9 4.1 4.0

 - I rarely experience stress which affects my wellbeing outside of my research education context 2.9 3.0 2.9

- The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is caused by demands related to my research education* 2.7 2.9 2.8

- The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is not related to my research education* 3.2 3.0 3.1

 -  I get the IT-support I need 3.8 3.8 3.8

 -  I receive the service that I need from the University Library 4.3 4.4 4.4

 - My ISP acts as a support to me in my research education 3.2 3.1 3.2

 - My individual study plan has clear and distinct partial goals 3.6 3.5 3.5

<3.0 <3.5 <4.0 <4.5 ≥4.5
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Gender Female Male Total

-  I feel involved in the work with my individual study plan* 4.2 4.1 4.1

 - Teaching and other activities are taken into account when planning my research education 3.8 3.8 3.8

 - The review resulted in revisions important to my future research education 3.1 3.4 3.2

 - I am satisfied with the review of my ISP 4.0 4.0 4.0

 -  LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give a broader view in my field of studies 2.9 3.3 3.1

 - LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give an advanced view  in my field of studies 2.3 2.8 2.6

 -  My research  education level courses have been proven useful in my research 3.7 3.8 3.8

 -  I have the possibility of presenting my research at seminars 4.4 4.4 4.4

 - There are a sufficient selection of courses outside of LiU in my field of studies 3.2 3.4 3.3

 -  Combining teaching and departmental work with my research education has worked well 3.3 3.4 3.4

 -  My department has given me good support and information to help me with my teaching 3.2 3.5 3.4

 -  I consider myself having the competence required for teaching 3.9 4.1 4.0

 - I believe I have a good chance to get a job directly after my research degree 3.9 4.0 3.9

 - I would like to continue doing research after my degree 4.0 3.8 3.9

<3.0 <3.5 <4.0 <4.5 ≥4.5
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Age
Less than

30
30-39 40-49 50-59 Other Total

-  The information/introduction that I got as a newly admitted PhD student was relevant and sufficient* 3.6 3.5 3.8 3.5

 -  I had a good idea of what whas expected of me when I accepted my research education position 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4

 - The time which I receive for supervision satisfies my needs 4.2 4.1 3.9 3.7 4.0 4.0

 -  My supervisor/-s has the ability to create commitment and motivation 4.2 4.2 4.1 3.9 4.4 4.1

 - My supervisor/-s gives me a straight answer about my responsibility and what is expected from me in the ongoing work 3.9 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.8 3.8

 -  I get feedback on my texts/drafts in a reasonable time 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.0 4.1 4.3

 - My supervisor/-s facilitates contacts with other researchers 4.0 3.9 3.8 3.6 3.7 3.9

 -  I can influence the focus of my research studies 4.3 4.2 4.2 4.1 4.2 4.2

 - I feel that supervisory deficiencies hampers my work with my thesis 4.0 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.7 3.9

 - I know where to go if I encounter issues related to supervision 3.7 3.6 3.5 3.7 4.0 3.6

 - I feel that there is a good balance between demands and support from my supervisor/-s 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.7 4.1 4.0

 - Overall, it is my opinion that my supervision is satisfactory 4.1 4.1 4.1 3.7 4.0 4.1

 - I experience support from my research colleauges 4.3 4.0 3.8 3.7 3.5 4.0

 - I rarely experience stress which affects my wellbeing outside of my research education context 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.8 3.4 2.9

- The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is caused by demands related to my research education* 2.9 2.8 2.9 3.0 2.4 2.8

- The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is not related to my research education* 3.0 3.2 3.1 2.8 3.6 3.1

 -  I get the IT-support I need 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.5 3.7 3.8

 -  I receive the service that I need from the University Library 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.4

 - My ISP acts as a support to me in my research education 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.4 3.2

 - My individual study plan has clear and distinct partial goals 3.5 3.5 3.7 3.6 3.4 3.5

<3.0 <3.5 <4.0 <4.5 ≥4.5
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Age
Less than

30
30-39 40-49 50-59 Other Total

-  I feel involved in the work with my individual study plan* 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.1

 - Teaching and other activities are taken into account when planning my research education 3.8 3.9 3.7 3.6 4.1 3.8

 - The review resulted in revisions important to my future research education 3.2 3.3 3.1 3.2 2.9 3.2

 - I am satisfied with the review of my ISP 3.9 4.0 4.0 3.8 4.1 4.0

 -  LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give a broader view in my field of studies 3.2 3.0 3.2 3.1 3.3 3.1

 - LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give an advanced view  in my field of studies 2.9 2.5 2.5 2.8 2.6 2.6

 -  My research  education level courses have been proven useful in my research 3.7 3.7 3.9 4.1 4.1 3.8

 -  I have the possibility of presenting my research at seminars 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.2 4.4

 - There are a sufficient selection of courses outside of LiU in my field of studies 3.5 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.5 3.3

 -  Combining teaching and departmental work with my research education has worked well 3.6 3.4 3.2 2.9 2.4 3.4

 -  My department has given me good support and information to help me with my teaching 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.4 3.0 3.4

 -  I consider myself having the competence required for teaching 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.1 4.8 4.0

 - I believe I have a good chance to get a job directly after my research degree 3.8 3.7 4.4 4.6 4.6 3.9

 - I would like to continue doing research after my degree 3.5 3.9 4.1 4.2 4.3 3.9

<3.0 <3.5 <4.0 <4.5 ≥4.5
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Employment
Employme
nt at LiU

Scholarshi
p at LiU

Emplymen
t outside

LiU
Total

-  The information/introduction that I got as a newly admitted PhD student was relevant and sufficient* 3.5 3.4 3.7 3.5

 -  I had a good idea of what whas expected of me when I accepted my research education position 3.5 4.1 3.4 3.4

 - The time which I receive for supervision satisfies my needs 4.1 4.1 3.9 4.0

 -  My supervisor/-s has the ability to create commitment and motivation 4.1 4.4 4.2 4.1

 - My supervisor/-s gives me a straight answer about my responsibility and what is expected from me in the ongoing work 3.9 4.3 3.7 3.8

 -  I get feedback on my texts/drafts in a reasonable time 4.3 4.6 4.2 4.3

 - My supervisor/-s facilitates contacts with other researchers 3.8 4.3 3.9 3.9

 -  I can influence the focus of my research studies 4.2 4.4 4.2 4.2

 - I feel that supervisory deficiencies hampers my work with my thesis 3.9 4.1 3.9 3.9

 - I know where to go if I encounter issues related to supervision 3.8 3.8 3.3 3.6

 - I feel that there is a good balance between demands and support from my supervisor/-s 4.0 4.4 3.9 4.0

 - Overall, it is my opinion that my supervision is satisfactory 4.1 4.4 4.1 4.1

 - I experience support from my research colleauges 4.1 3.9 3.8 4.0

 - I rarely experience stress which affects my wellbeing outside of my research education context 2.9 3.4 2.9 2.9

- The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is caused by demands related to my research education* 2.8 3.5 2.8 2.8

- The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is not related to my research education* 3.1 2.9 3.1 3.1

 -  I get the IT-support I need 3.8 4.5 3.5 3.8

 -  I receive the service that I need from the University Library 4.4 4.5 4.1 4.4

 - My ISP acts as a support to me in my research education 3.0 4.1 3.3 3.2

 - My individual study plan has clear and distinct partial goals 3.4 4.2 3.7 3.5

<3.0 <3.5 <4.0 <4.5 ≥4.5
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Employment
Employme
nt at LiU

Scholarshi
p at LiU

Emplymen
t outside

LiU
Total

-  I feel involved in the work with my individual study plan* 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.1

 - Teaching and other activities are taken into account when planning my research education 3.9 3.0 3.7 3.8

 - The review resulted in revisions important to my future research education 3.3 3.6 3.0 3.2

 - I am satisfied with the review of my ISP 4.0 4.5 3.9 4.0

 -  LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give a broader view in my field of studies 3.1 4.1 3.1 3.1

 - LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give an advanced view  in my field of studies 2.6 3.8 2.5 2.6

 -  My research  education level courses have been proven useful in my research 3.6 4.1 4.0 3.8

 -  I have the possibility of presenting my research at seminars 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.4

 - There are a sufficient selection of courses outside of LiU in my field of studies 3.4 3.6 3.2 3.3

 -  Combining teaching and departmental work with my research education has worked well 3.4 4.5 3.3 3.4

 -  My department has given me good support and information to help me with my teaching 3.4 3.7 3.1 3.4

 -  I consider myself having the competence required for teaching 4.0 3.8 4.1 4.0

 - I believe I have a good chance to get a job directly after my research degree 3.7 3.7 4.6 3.9

 - I would like to continue doing research after my degree 3.8 4.3 4.1 3.9

<3.0 <3.5 <4.0 <4.5 ≥4.5
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Language Swedish English Total

-  The information/introduction that I got as a newly admitted PhD student was relevant and sufficient* 3.5 3.6 3.5

 -  I had a good idea of what whas expected of me when I accepted my research education position 3.4 3.7 3.4

 - The time which I receive for supervision satisfies my needs 4.0 4.3 4.0

 -  My supervisor/-s has the ability to create commitment and motivation 4.1 4.4 4.1

 - My supervisor/-s gives me a straight answer about my responsibility and what is expected from me in the ongoing work 3.8 4.3 3.8

 -  I get feedback on my texts/drafts in a reasonable time 4.3 4.4 4.3

 - My supervisor/-s facilitates contacts with other researchers 3.8 4.2 3.9

 -  I can influence the focus of my research studies 4.2 4.3 4.2

 - I feel that supervisory deficiencies hampers my work with my thesis 3.9 4.1 3.9

 - I know where to go if I encounter issues related to supervision 3.6 3.5 3.6

 - I feel that there is a good balance between demands and support from my supervisor/-s 3.9 4.3 4.0

 - Overall, it is my opinion that my supervision is satisfactory 4.1 4.5 4.1

 - I experience support from my research colleauges 4.0 4.1 4.0

 - I rarely experience stress which affects my wellbeing outside of my research education context 2.9 2.9 2.9

- The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is caused by demands related to my research education* 2.8 3.4 2.8

- The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is not related to my research education* 3.2 2.7 3.1

 -  I get the IT-support I need 3.7 4.2 3.8

 -  I receive the service that I need from the University Library 4.3 4.5 4.4

 - My ISP acts as a support to me in my research education 3.1 3.8 3.2

 - My individual study plan has clear and distinct partial goals 3.5 4.1 3.5

<3.0 <3.5 <4.0 <4.5 ≥4.5
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Language Swedish English Total

-  I feel involved in the work with my individual study plan* 4.2 4.0 4.1

 - Teaching and other activities are taken into account when planning my research education 3.8 3.4 3.8

 - The review resulted in revisions important to my future research education 3.2 3.9 3.2

 - I am satisfied with the review of my ISP 3.9 4.1 4.0

 -  LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give a broader view in my field of studies 3.0 3.9 3.1

 - LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give an advanced view  in my field of studies 2.5 3.6 2.6

 -  My research  education level courses have been proven useful in my research 3.7 4.0 3.8

 -  I have the possibility of presenting my research at seminars 4.4 4.1 4.4

 - There are a sufficient selection of courses outside of LiU in my field of studies 3.3 3.5 3.3

 -  Combining teaching and departmental work with my research education has worked well 3.4 3.4 3.4

 -  My department has given me good support and information to help me with my teaching 3.4 3.4 3.4

 -  I consider myself having the competence required for teaching 4.0 4.0 4.0

 - I believe I have a good chance to get a job directly after my research degree 4.0 3.7 3.9

 - I would like to continue doing research after my degree 3.9 4.0 3.9

<3.0 <3.5 <4.0 <4.5 ≥4.5
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Change background colour 
1. Click on slide background 
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Title slide 

No comparison 

2017 2015 

The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is caused by 
demands related to my research education 

The stress affect me negatively outside of my PhD is caused by 
demands related to my research 

The stress that affects me negatively in my spare time is not related to my 
research education 

The stress affect me negatively outside of my PhD is caused by other 
than those related to my research 

I consider my ISP to be an important and useful document in my research 
education 

 I am aware that the individual study plan is an important document 
concerning my PhD studies, from a legal point of view  

LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give a broader view in my 
field of studies 

There is a sufficient number of courses that give a broader view in my 
field of studies 

LiU offers a sufficient selection of courses that give an advanced view in 
my field of studies 

There is a sufficient number of courses that give an advanced view in 
my field of studies 

There are a sufficient selection of courses outside of LiU in my field of 
studies New question 

*Many of the questions in English was changed to better match the questions in Swedish, but that these issues have continued comparability.
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